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work, 258; cannot check concentrating tendencies, 283; strengthened by opponents, 268; its relation to monopoly of land, 848.
Protective, theory of, universal, 80; opposed to natural perceptions and impulses, 38, 64; unit, arbitrary and shifting character of, 40; inconsistencies, 40, 101; applies to smaller even more than to larger divisions, 43; cannot be carried into practice, 99; tariffs, 88.
Property in land, 176, 184, 285, 349; how instituted in Great Britain, 314.
Public debts, 234.
Quesnay, 15, 312.
Revenue, Federal, po ssible sources
of, 345. Rogers, Prof. Thorold, 254.
Sailors, character of, 203.
Savages, their rude methods due to isolation, 171.
Scully, Win., American estates of, 129.
Shipping, American, 198.
Slavery, two forms of, 289; influence of American on public opinion, 316.
Smith, Adam, 9, 15, 98,115, 312.
Smith, E. P., 87.
Socialism, relations of free trade to, 322.
Spencer, Herbert, 300.
Sumner, Prof. W. 0-., 2G6.
Tariffs, origin of, 76; first American, 17; are restrictions, not on foreigners, but on the people that impose them, 49, 160; for revenue, 76; for protection, 88; frequent modifications of, 181; Act of 1883, typical blunder in, 100.
 Tariff question, its importance, 3; not safely to be left to specialists, 6; not recondite, 7; not yet thoroughly discussed, 7; cannot be understood without going further, 10," 238; para-dos^to which it leads, STO.
Taxation, indirect, a farming of revenue, 84.
Taxes, direct and indirect, considered, 77; on ostentation, 307;. on land values, 307 ; JTederal, 345.
Thompson, Pro! R. JE., 40, 61,. C9, 86, 107, 140, 203, 259.
Tobacco and cigars, taxes on, 77.
Trade, nature and function of, 49 ; a mode of production, 210.
Trades-unions, influence on competition, 2143 223; can do little, 323.
Value, the measure of embodied labor, 118, 147.
Wages, a high standard of, a proper concernment of the State, 5; assumption that they are higher in U. S. because of tariff, 25; not the determining factor in cost of production, 147; rate of, as related to land values, 152, 227; effect of protection on, 208; tendency to a common level, 212; governed by competition in labor market, not in goods market, 212; do not increase with employers' profits, 221; in widest occupations, determine general rate of, 225; effects of abolition of protection on, 244.
Wealth, increase of, does not benefit all classes, 245.
Wells, D. A., 179.
Work, treated by protectionists as an end, 258; how this feeling; arises, 262.

